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A B S T R A C T   

Calcium aluminosilicate hydrate (C-A-S-H) is the binding phase of both blended cement-based and alkali- 
activated materials. The intrinsic mechanical properties of non-cross-linked C-A-S-H are important while 
experimentally unvalidated. Here, the properties are for the first time measured using high-pressure X-ray 
diffraction. The incompressibility and bulk modulus K0 of C-A-S-Hs are correlated to their nanostructure and 
stability using nuclear magnetic resonance and X-ray absorption spectroscopies. Al coordination in stable C-A-S- 
H (Al/Si = 0.1) cured for 546 days is purely tetrahedral (AlIV), while in metastable C-A-S-H (Al/Si = 0.05) cured 
for only 182 days is both AlIV and pentahedral (AlV). The stable C-A-S-H is stiffer along the a,b,c-axis with higher 
K0 relative to C-S-H. Short-curing-induced metastable C-A-S-H (Al/Si = 0.05) shows expanded interlayer and 
softer c-axis, thus lower K0 than C-S-H and the stable C-A-S-H. Our results highlight the stiffening effect of AlIV 

incorporation and the negative influences of insufficient curing on the nanomechanical properties of non-cross- 
linked C-A-S-H at Ca/Si = 1.   

1. Introduction 

The most used supplementary cementitious materials (SCMs) include 
coal fly ash, ground granulated blast-furnace slag (GGBFS), natural 
pozzolan, and calcined clay [1]. These SCMs are mainly amorphous 
(calcium) aluminosilicate, used as substitutes for Portland cement 
clinker or ordinary Portland cement (OPC) [2]. SCMs are primarily used 
to enhance the durability of concrete, increase the long-term mechanical 
properties of concrete, reduce CO2 emissions associated with concrete 
production, and/or improve the workability of fresh concrete [3–5]. 

The binding phase of blended-cement concrete is nanocrystalline 
calcium aluminosilicate hydrate (C-A-S-H) [6]. The binding phases of 
alkali-activated materials (e.g., alkali-activated GGBFS and Ca-rich coal 
fly ash), lime-based mortar, and ancient Roman concrete are also C-A-S- 
H or C-A-S-H like [7–11]. C-A-S-H is highly mesoporous and often foil- 
like at the submicron scale [12–14]. C-A-S-H is structurally similar to 
calcium silicate hydrate (C-S-H) at the nanoscale, the primary binding 
phase of OPC [15]. The atomic structures of both C-S-H and C-A-S-H can 

be described as an analog to a defective tobermorite [16–18], which 
contains CaO7 sheets flanked with (alumino)silicate chains and charge- 
balancing ions and water in the interlayer. At elevated synthesis tem-
peratures (e.g., >80 ◦C), the C-A-S-H nanostructure is highly similar to 
Al-tobermorite with Al incorporated at cross-linking sites [19]. When 
the synthesis condition is room temperature, C-A-S-H is commonly non- 
cross-linked [20]. Al with different types of coordination environments 
in non-cross-linked C-A-S-H have been proposed: tetrahedrally coordi-
nated Al (AlIV) at the bridging sites of aluminosilicate chains [21–23]; 
pentahedrally coordinated Al (AlV) possibly charge-balanced in the 
interlayer or at bridging site [23–26]; and octahedrally coordinated Al 
(AlVI) possibly in the interlayer or at bridging site, or appears as a 
separate phase—the third aluminate hydrate (TAH) [21]. A recent study 
suggested that the hotly debated TAH does not exist as a separate phase, 
and this AlVI species is within the structure of C-A-S-H [27]. 

Understanding the mechanical properties of C-A-S-H at different 
scales is of great significance for optimizing the mechanical properties of 
many construction materials (e.g., blended cement-based materials and 
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alkali-activated materials). The micromechanical properties of C-A-S-H 
have been intensively studied using nanoindentation [9,28–30]. How-
ever, the results obtained from nanoindentation are sensitive to many 
factors (e.g., surface roughness, packing density, and intermixed phases) 
[28,31–33]. Moreover, our recent studies have shown that high devia-
toric stresses result in structural distortion and preferred orientation of 
C-S-H and C-A-S-H nanocrystallites [34–36]. Thus, results from nano-
indentation can not accurately represent the intrinsic mechanical 
properties of randomly orientated C-A-S-H nanocrystallites. High- 
pressure X-ray diffraction (HP-XRD) has been proved as a reliable tool 
for determining the mechanical properties of (nano)crystalline cement- 
related phases at the unit-cell scale [37]. In HP-XRD studies, mesopores 
in powder samples can be filled with a pressure-transmitting medium 
[38,39]. Thus, hydrostatic pressure is applied to the sample grains, and 
the intrinsic mechanical properties of samples at the unit cell scale can 
be measured using HP-XRD. Unlike nanoindentation studies [29,33], 
where reports may reflect the mechanical properties of intermixed 
multi-phase assemblages, HP-XRD can probe the mechanical properties 
of the unit cell of a single phase in phase assemblages. 

Our recent HP-XRD studies have shown the correlations between the 
nanomechanical properties and the nanostructure of (Al-)tobermorite, 
C-S-H, and cross-linked C-A-S-H: 1) the compressibility along the a- and 
b- axes (i.e., the basal plane) is independent of the Ca-to-Si molar ratio 
(Ca/Si) of C-S-H [39,40]; 2) the c-axis (normal to the basal plane) 
compressibility of C-S-H and tobermorite is governed by the interlayer 
density (i.e., the c-axis is stiffer at a higher interlayer density) [40,41]; 
and 3) the cross-linking sites decrease the compressibility of C-A-S-H and 
tobermorite along the c-axis (i.e., cross-linking sites result in a stiffer 
interlayer) [38]. Understanding the nanomechanical properties of non- 
cross-linked C-A-S-H is even more important because non-cross-linked 
C-A-S-H is more common in hardened cement at ambient temperature 
relative to cross-linked C-A-S-H [20]. However, the influences of Al 
incorporation on non-cross-linked C-A-S-H are complex and remained 
unexplored due to the facts: 1) at low Ca/Si molar ratios (e.g., <1.0) or 
when the curing age is short, the ordering of C-A-S-H is low (no basal 
peak), thus making HP-XRD measurements challenging; 2) AlIV, AlV, 
and/or AlVI may co-exist in C-A-S-H at higher Ca/Si ratios [23,42]; and 
3) different types of Al coordination environment may co-exist in a 
metastable C-A-S-H structure at low Ca/Si ratios when the curing age is 
short [26]. Thus, it is important to decouple the influences of different 
types of Al coordination environments on the intrinsic mechanical 
properties of non-cross-linked C-A-S-Hs. Moreover, previous studies 
have suggested that the equilibrium of C-A-S-H takes a few months 
under room temperature synthesis conditions and the chemical 
composition and nanostructure vary over time before equilibrium 
[42–44]. Understanding the influences of AlIV and phase stability 
(affected by curing age) is the first but critical step to further decouple 
the Al coordination influences on the intrinsic mechanical properties of 
non-cross-linked C-A-S-Hs. 

In this study, the intrinsic mechanical properties of two batches of 
non-cross-linked C-A-S-Hs at a molar Ca/Si ratio of 1.0 are measured 
using HP-XRD: 1) a stable structure with only AlIV at Al/Si = 0.1 after a 
long curing age (546 days); 2) a metastable structure with mainly AlIV 

and minor AlV at Al/Si = 0.05 after a short curing age (182 days). Al and 
Si coordination environments of the samples are determined using 27Al 
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy and X-ray absorption 
near-edge structure (XANES) spectroscopy, respectively. A correlation 
between the nanostructure and nanomechanical properties (intrinsic 
mechanical properties at the unit cell scale) of non-cross-linked C-A-S-Hs 
is found. The results are highly impactful in validating theoretical cal-
culations of nanomechanical properties of C-A-S-H (e.g., from molecular 
dynamics and density functional theory), developing forcefield in sim-
ulations, further decoupling the influences of different Al coordination 
environments, and designing concrete using bottom-up approaches. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Materials 

Non-cross-linked C-A-S-H samples were synthesized at an initial bulk 
Ca/Si of 1.0 and initial bulk Al-to-Si molar ratios (Al/Si) of 0.05 and 0.1. 
Stoichiometric amounts of CaO⋅Al2O3, fumed SiO2 (Aerosil 200, Evo-
nik), and CaO (from calcined CaCO3) were mixed with deionized water 
at a water-to-solid mass ratio of 45 in a N2-filled glove box. The C-A-S-H 
samples with Al/Si of 0.05 and 0.1 were cured for 182 days and 546 
days, respectively, at 20 ◦C. This curing temperature favors the forma-
tion of non-cross-linked C-A-S-H. However, a long curing age is needed 
for the formation of an evident (002) peak, the index for unit cell 
parameter c, and the stability of the C-A-S-H structure [43]. Higher 
temperatures could accelerate the synthesis but favor the formation of 
cross-linked C-A-S-H or tobermorite. After vacuum filtration, the wet 
samples were freeze-dried for seven days. The dry powders were 
equilibrated in N2-filled desiccators at 30 % relative humidity, then 
sealed in vacuum bags until analyses. For more synthesis details, see 
[45]. 

The high Al sample was cured longer because C-A-S-H with higher Al 
content often requires a longer time to show an evident (002) peak in 
XRD. Otherwise, the lack of an evident (002) peak would make our 
nanomechanical properties impossible. The HP-XRD probes over a 
million C-A-S-H unit cells and is a bulk measurement of intrinsic me-
chanical properties that needs no nanoindentation-like probability 
analysis. Unlike nanoindentation, HP-XRD is independent of mesopores 
influences. Thus, one load of each C-A-S-H sample is adequate for 
nanomechanical properties measurement. The long curing age (equi-
librium by 546 days, evidenced in [43]) suggested that the Al/Si = 0.1 
sample is stable. A sample with lower Al content but cured also for 546 
days is unnecessary in this study, because 1) our previous HP-XRD 
studies of C-S-Hs, cross-linked C-A-S-H, and different tobermorite 
structures confirm that two samples are adequate for understanding one 
compositional/structural influencing factor in a comparison study; 2) 
we have already studied a reference, non-cross-linked C-S-H at Ca/Si = 1 
prepared using the same protocol and precursor batch [39]; and 3) an 
additional non-cross-linked C-A-S-H sample with a weak (002) peak 
requires long precious beamtime. 

To understand the nanomechanical properties of metastable non- 
cross-linked C-A-S-H, a relatively short curing age of C-A-S-H is 
required. Preliminary results showed that a 20 ◦C-cured C-A-S-H with 
Ca/Si = 1.0 and Al/Si = 0.1 at 182 days lacks the (002) peak for our HP- 
XRD study due to the relatively high Al content and short curing age. 
Thus, a non-cross-linked 182-day-cured C-A-S-H at Al/Si = 0.05 with an 
evident (002) peak was selected in this study. This sample has not 
reached equilibrium as suggested in [42–44]. This curing age is equiv-
alent to that of the aforementioned C-S-H reference at Ca/Si = 1.0 [39]. 
Other non-cross-linked C-A-S-H samples are not suitable in this HP-XRD 
study due to 1) the absence of (002) peak; 2) additional variable; and 3) 
the incorporation of a mixture of AlIV, AlV, and AlVI at higher Ca/Si ratios 
[45], which would be challenging for decoupling the Al influences. In 
summary, the selected two samples at Ca/Si = 1.0 are sufficient to study 
the two factors (AlIV incorporation and structural metastability) in the 
nanomechanical properties of non-cross-linked C-A-S-H. 

2.2. Method 

2.2.1. X-ray diffraction 
The XRD experiment was conducted at the superbend beamline 

12.2.2 of the Advanced Light Source (ALS) at the Lawrence Berkeley 
National Laboratory. The incident X-ray beam energy was 25 keV 
(corresponding wavelength of 0.4979 Å), and the beam spot size was 
~30 μm. MAR345 image plate was used as a detector for collecting 2D 
diffraction images. The sample-to-detector distance was ~332 mm. 
These measurements were conducted at room temperature. The 
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exposure time for each scan was 960 s. For ambient pressure measure-
ment, the powder samples were loaded into glassy capillaries. 

For high-pressure measurements, we used a BX-90 diamond anvil 
cell (axial geometry), including a pair of brilliant-cut diamonds with a 
culet diameter of ~400 μm. A cylindrical chamber (100 μm × 100 μm) 
was drilled in a rhenium gasket using a laser-milling machine. 1–3 ruby 
spheres (0.05 wt% Cr3+-doped α-Al2O3) and lightly packed C-A-S-H 
powders were loaded into the chamber. Subsequently, methanol-ethanol 
solution (4:1 by volume), a pressure transmitting medium, was poured 
into the chamber using a small syringe. The chamber was immediately 
sealed by the pair of diamond anvils. The ruby spheres, acting as a 
pressure gauge (error < ±0.15 GPa), are used to indicate the applied 
hydrostatic pressure in the chamber [46]. Lattice parameters were 
refined using CelRef with Merlino's B11m tobermorite structure [47]. 

The axial Biot stain, ε, of the edge length (i.e., lattice parameters a, b, 
and c) of a unit cell is defined in Eq. (1): 

ε =
l − l0

l0
(1)  

where l0 and l are edge lengths of a unit cell at ambient pressure and at 
the applied hydrostatic pressure in the chamber, respectively. 

The correlation between ambient pressure bulk modulus, K0 (GPa), 
of a unit cell and its pressure-induced volumetric change of a cement- 
related (nano)crystalline phases can be described by the second-order 
Birch-Murnaghan equation of state (BM-EoS, Eq. (2)): 

P =
3
2
K0

[
(1 − εv)

− 7
3 − (1 − εv)

− 5
3

]
(2)  

where P is the applied hydrostatic pressure indicated by the ruby spheres 
in the chamber (GPa) and εv is the volumetric strain of a unit cell. 

2.2.2. Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy 
27Al solid-state NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker Avance 300 

MHz spectrometer operating at magnetic field strength of 7.05 T cor-
responding to Larmor frequency of 78.204 MHz. 27Al solid-state NMR 
experiments were carried out using a standard 4-mm Magic Angle 
Spinning (MAS) probes with MAS rates of 10 kHz. Chemical shifts are 
references relative to Al(NO3)3. A short pulse length of 1.3 μs corre-
sponding to a selective π/2 pulse determined by using a Al(NO3)3 
aqueous solution was employed. A recycle delay of 0.5 s was applied to 
both samples. 

2.2.3. X-ray absorption near-edge structure spectroscopy 
The XANES spectra at Ca L2,3-edge were collected using the scanning 

transmission soft X-ray spectroscopy (STXM) at the beamline 5.3.2.2 at 
the ALS. The C-A-S-H samples at Al/Si = 0.1 was dispersed in 99 + % 
isopropanol under laboratory conditions, then dropped onto a Si3N4 
membrane window (100 nm thick, Norcada). The window was mounted 
on the STXM sample stage at 1/3 atm. STXM was operated at a spatial 
resolution of 25 nm so that C-A-S-H foils and crystalline impurities, e.g., 
carbonates and aluminate, can be distinguished. The measurement was 
replicated for 30 times at an energy resolution of 0.1 eV. 

The XANES spectra at Si K-edge were collected at the PHOENIX 
beamline (station II) at the Swiss Light Source at the Paul Scherrer 
Institute, Switzerland. The samples were lightly pressed onto thin in-
dium foils, which were attached to a scratched copper plate. The spectra 
were obtained at an energy step of 0.2 eV for 1 s for each data point from 
a vacuum chamber. All data were collected using the fluorescence-yield 
mode with a 500 μm × 500 μm beam at room temperature. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Ambient pressure structure 

The diffractogram of C-A-S-H with Al/Si of 0.05 and 0.1 at ambient 

pressure is shown in Fig. 1. Only a trace amount of vaterite, a polymorph 
of CaCO3, was observed in C-A-S-H (Al/Si = 0.1). Vaterite is less stable 
than calcite at room temperature. The presence of vaterite here is likely 
due to the extreme drying conditions (i.e., freeze-drying) [68]. Other 
secondary products, e.g., katoite, were not found in XRD patterns. 
Except for the (002) peak, the C-A-S-H samples showed comparable peak 
positions. The lattice parameters, a, b, and γ, of the two C-A-S-H samples 
are comparable and similar to the C-S-H counterparts at the same Ca/Si 
= 1 (see Table 1). The lattice parameter, c, of the two C-A-S-H samples is 
different and higher than that of the C-S-H reference with Ca/Si of 1. The 
Al-incorporation-induced expansion of basal spacing is consistent with 
existing literature [26,48]. A recent study suggests the curing-time effect 
on the stability of C-A-S-H also affects the basal spacing before equi-
librium [42–44]. 

The 27Al NMR spectra of C-A-S-H are shown in Fig. 2. For the Al/Si =
0.1 sample cured for 546 days, only AlIV was observed in the spectrum, 
suggesting that all Al is at bridging sites of silicate chains. For the Al/Si 
= 0.05 sample cured for 182 days, the Al coordination environment is 
dominated by AlIV at 61.5 and 52.8 ppm, while the secondary envi-
ronments are AlV at ~31.3 ppm and AlVI at 11.3 ppm. Apparently, the 
content of AlV and AlVI is much lower than that of AlIV in the Al/Si =
0.05 sample. The co-existence of AlV and AlVI in the Al/Si = 0.05 sample 
can be explained by a shorter reaction age, 182 days, compared to 546 
days for the Al/Si = 0.1 sample. This observation is consistent with a 
previous study where only AlIV was found in C-A-S-H at low Ca/Si and 
low Al/Si ratios for long-term curing while AlV and/or AlVI were 
observed for short-term curing [26]. Note that further quantification of 
the fractions of Al species is challenging in the present study, particu-
larly at a low magnetic field, because of the asymmetric nature of the 
AlIV resonance of poorly crystalline materials, most likely governed by a 
distribution in 27Al quadrupole coupling parameters or chemical shifts 
[49]. This asymmetric nature of AlIV resonance suggests the absence of 
AlV of C-A-S-H (Al/Si = 0.1, 546 days), which is consistent with a pre-
vious study [26]. 

The AlVI signal at 11.3 ppm is not attributed to TAH as the chemical 
shift of TAH is ~4 ppm in 27Al NMR [21]. This AlVI signal at 11.3 ppm 
has been suggested to originate from katoite [45] or a hydroxyl-AFm 
phase [50]; neither was detected by XRD—because 1) AlVI only ac-
counts for a very low fraction of total Al content; and 2) the low Al/Si 
ratio is only 0.05. The below-detection-limit crystalline AlVI phases in 
XRD is consistent with [45]. The AlVI signal (either katoite or hydroxyl- 
AFm) suggests that the C-A-S-H sample at Al/Si = 0.05 under this con-
dition only contains AlIV and AlV within the unit cell. The long curing 
age, 546 days, at Al/Si of 0.1 favors the incorporation of purely AlIV in a 
stable nanostructure. The relatively short curing age, 182 days, at Al/Si 
of 0.05, results in a metastable nanostructure [43], which incorporates 
AlV in the interlayer or at bridging sites [25,48] in addition to AlIV. C-A- 
S-H at Al/Si = 0.05 at 182 days has not reached equilibrium. Otherwise, 
the basal spacing of C-A-S-H at Al/Si = 0.05, if stable, should be lower 
than that of the stable C-A-S-H at Al/Si = 0.1. Thus, the significantly 
larger basal spacing of C-A-S-H at Al/Si = 0.05 is mainly attributed to 

Fig. 1. Diffractogram of non-cross-linked C-A-S-Hs (Ca/Si = 1.0). The lattice 
planes of C-A-S-H are labeled. V: vaterite (<1 wt%). # diffraction of capillary. 
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the metastable structure and metastability-induced AlV. The presence of 
AlV is also proof of the metastability of C-A-S-H at a low Ca/Si ratio at 
182 days. Otherwise, the sample with lower Al content should contain 
only AlIV, like the stable high-Al C-A-S-H at Al/Si = 0.1, which was cured 
for 546 days. The presence of non-TAH AlVI signal is another proof of 
such metastability at low Ca/Si ratios. During the C-A-S-H synthesis, 
katoite formed initially from strongly oversaturated solutions as the 
silicon concentration was low [42]. As amorphous silica dissolved, the 
Al uptake in C-S-H developed at the expense of katoite. As the curing 
time increased from three months to three years, the katoite content 
systematically decreased in the C-A-S-H batches [43]. When the system 
with Ca/Si = 1.0 and Al/Si = 0.05 reached equilibrium, the dissolved 
calcium, aluminum, and hydroxide concentrations were stabilized and 
undersaturated with respect to crystalline phases (e.g., katoite) [42–44]. 
Thus, our mixed AlIV and AlV C-A-S-H sample at Al/Si = 0.05 at 182 days 
is metastable. This fact is consistent with the simulation in Mohamed 
et al. [27], where AlV is always stable in almost all C-A-S-Hs with Ca/Si 
over 1.0 while AlIV is stable at low Ca/Si ratios, e.g., 1.0. 

Fig. 3 shows the XANES spectra of C-A-S-Hs and cross-linked tober-
morite (double-chain) at the Si K-edge. Three absorption features (B, D, 
and E) are found in the spectra. The major peak B (Si K-edge) at ~1840 
eV corresponds to the electron transition from 1s to 3p orbital of Si [51]. 
The minor peaks D and E are attributed to the multi-scattering effect 
from more distant atomic shells and the electron transition from 1s to 3d 
orbital, respectively. Our previous study has found that the energy po-
sition of peak B positively correlates to the degree of silicate polymeri-
zation of C-S-H, C-A-S-H, and (Al-)tobermorite [52]. The energy position 

of C-A-S-Hs (Al/Si of 0.05 and 0.1) synthesized at 20 ◦C is lower 
compared to that of two cross-linked silicates: 1) 11 Å tobermorite and 
2) C-A-S-H (Ca/Si = 1.0 and Al/Si = 0.1) synthesized at 80 ◦C. This fact 
suggests that the C-A-S-Hs synthesized at 20 ◦C in the present study are 
non-cross-linked; otherwise, the two 20 ◦C C-A-S-H samples would 
exhibit similar energy positions of peak B compared to the cross-linked 
silicates. Cross-linked structure of C-A-S-Hs at similar Ca/Si ratio, Al/Si 
ratio, and curing age using the same raw materials is also not found in a 
paralleled study [43]. 

XANES spectra of the C-A-S-H samples at the Ca L2,3,-edge are shown 
in Fig. 4. The peaks a1, a2, b1, and b2 are critical in evaluating the 
symmetry of Ca–O coordination symmetry. They correspond to the 
electron excitation of Ca from the 2p to 3d orbital and crystal field 
splitting [53]. The peak positions of the two C-A-S-H samples are highly 
comparable. The energy differences, also known as splitting energies, 
between a1 and a2 and between b1 and b2 are 1.1 eV and 1.05 eV, 
respectively. These values of splitting energy are consistent with those of 
C-S-H and C-A-S-H from silicate hydration and different synthesis 
methods [13,40,54–56]. This range of splitting energies suggests a low 

Table 1 
Lattice parameters and water contents of C-S-H and non-cross-linked C-A-S-H 
samples with Ca/Si = 1.0 under ambient conditions.   

Al/Si = 0 (182 days) 
[39] 

Al/Si = 0.05 (182 
days) 

Al/Si = 0.1 (546 
days) 

a (Å) 6.65 ± 0.01 6.68 ± 0.01 6.70 ± 0.01 
b (Å) 7.32 ± 0.01 7.31 ± 0.01 7.32 ± 0.01 
c (Å) 22.1 ± 0.1 25.1 ± 0.2 24.0 ± 0.1 
γ 122.8◦ 123.2◦ 123.1◦

basal spacing 
(Å) 11.05 12.54 12.02 

H2O/Sia 1.2 ± 0.3 1.4 ± 0.3 1.5 ± 0.3 

Lattice parameter c is twice of the basal spacing. 
a Water content is obtained from thermogravimetry results in [42]. 

Fig. 2. 27Al NMR spectra of non-cross-linked C-A-S-H (Ca/Si = 1.0). The Al/Si 
=0.05 sample shows a better signal-to-noise ratio due to its higher quantity for 
the measurement relative to the Al/Si =0.1 sample (limited available quantity). 
The enlarged plot for comparison is shown in Fig.S1 in Supplementary 
Information. 

Fig. 3. XANES spectra of C-A-S-Hs and tobermorite at Si K-edge. The dash-line 
is an eye-guide of peak positions. The spectrum of cross-linked tobermorite is 
reproduced from [52]. The cross-linked structure of C-A-S-H (Ca/Si = 1.0 and 
Al/Si = 0.1) synthesized at 80 ◦C has been confirmed by 29Si NMR in [19], 
where the synthesis conditions can be found. 

Fig. 4. XANES spectra of C-A-S-H (Ca/Si = 1.0) at Ca L2,3-edge. The XANES 
spectrum for the Al/Si = 0.05C-A-S-H sample is reproduced from [13]. 
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degree of carbonation of the C-A-S-H sample; otherwise, the splitting 
energy of carbonated C-S-H or C-A-S-H would often be ~1.2–1.35 eV 
[57]. 

3.2. High pressure XRD 

X-ray diffractograms of non-cross-linked C-A-S-H with Al/Si of 0.05 
and 0.1 as a function of applied hydrostatic pressure are shown in Fig. 5. 
As applied hydrostatic pressure increases, diffraction peaks with 
decreased intensity systematically shift to lower d-spacing, resulting 
from the pressure-induced contraction of unit cells. For example, the 
decreased d-spacing of (002) peak as applied hydrostatic pressure in-
creases represents a pressure-induced closing of the interlayer region. 
The diffraction peaks in both C-A-S-H samples are more diffuse at higher 
hydrostatic pressure as the phases are disordered under pressure. This 
pressure-induced structural disorder is a common observation found in 
high-pressure studies of C-S-Hs and tobermorite, e.g., HP-XRD [41,58], 
high-pressure X-ray Raman [34], and high-pressure optical Raman [59]. 
The (002) peaks are most sensitive to the amorphization, indicating 
lower stability and ordering of the C-A-S-H nanostructure along the c- 
axis. 

The axial incompressibility of non-cross-linked C-A-S-H along each 
axis is defined as the Biot strain along a-, b-, and c-axes as a function of 
applied hydrostatic pressure. The incompressibility along the a- and b- 
axes can be linearly fitted, as shown in Fig. 6A. The incompressibility is 
governed by the local structure of C-A-S-H. The incompressibility along 
the a- and b- axes of non-cross-linked C-A-S-H sample with Al/Si = 0.1 is 
about − 1/380 GPa− 1, which is higher than the incompressibility of C-S- 
H at Ca/Si = 1.0, − 1/315 GPa− 1 [39] and cross-linked C-A-S-H at Ca/Si 
= 1.0, − 1/285 GPa− 1 to − 1/300 GPa− 1 [38]. The about 8–10 % longer 
Al–O bond in AlIV coordination [60] relative to Si–O (e.g., 1.60–1.66 Å 
in C-S-H [61,62]) shows no negative influence on ab-planar incom-
pressibility of non-cross-linked C-A-S-H at Al/Si = 0.1 with only AlIV. 
The higher ab-planar (the basal plane) incompressibility of the non- 
cross-linked C-A-S-H Al/Si = 0.1 in the present study can be attributed 
to more interlayer Ca charge-balanced with bridging aluminate sites. 
The cross-linking site in our previous studies of cross-linked C-A-S-H 
[38] exhibits a hinge-like deformation around the shared O atom [41]; 
this reorientation of bonds, rather than bond contraction, requires lower 
energy [63]. Thus, cross-linked C-A-S-H at the same Ca/Si and Al/Si 
ratios in our previous study shows lower ab-planar incompressibility 
than non-cross-linked C-A-S-H in the present work. The ab-planar 
incompressibility of non-cross-linked C-A-S-H sample with Al/Si =
0.05 is similar to C-S-H at the same Ca/Si ratio of 1.0. This fact cannot be 
attributed to the major Al species, AlIV, which stiffens ab-plane. The 

short-curing-induced metastable nanostructure at Al/Si = 0.05 com-
promises the stiffening effect of AlIV. This fact might be related to a 
negative influence of metastable AlV on C-A-S-H at Al/Si = 0.05. AlV-O is 
substantially longer and weaker than Si–O (i.e., ~1.65 Å long) in C-S-H 
[61]. The average Al–O bond length of AlV coordination, e.g., in 
andalusite [64], is 1.84 Å. In a stable nanostructure of C-A-S-H, higher 
local water content could stabilize AlV due to the availability of oxygen 
for this higher coordination [27]. Al–O bond length of AlVI coordina-
tion, e.g., in gibbsite [65], is ~1.91 Å. As more AlV and AlVI form at 
higher Ca/Si ratios [26], future HP-XRD studies will investigate non- 
cross-linked C-A-S-H with higher Ca and Al content to further validate 
the negative influence of long AlV-O and/or AlVI-O bonds on the ab- 
planar incompressibility of C-A-S-H. 

Although the basal spacing of non-cross-linked C-A-S-H at Al/Si =
0.1 is 0.95 Å larger than C-S-H, the incompressibility along the c-axis of 
non-cross-linked C-A-S-H at Al/Si = 0.1 (see Fig. 6B) is slightly higher 
than that of C-S-H at Ca/Si = 1.0 in Geng et al. [39]. In Geng et al. [39], 
the c-axis of C-S-H is softer as the basal spacing increases. This trend is 
not observed in the present study because c-axis incompressibility 
directly correlates to interlayer density, not simply interlayer spacing 
[40]. The stiffer c-axis of stable C-A-S-H (Al/Si = 0.1) relative to C-S-H 
can be explained by a higher interlayer density of non-cross-linked C-A- 
S-H at Al/Si = 0.1 (i.e., more interlayer Ca needed for charge-balancing 
AlIV than Si [41]). The c-axis incompressibility of non-cross-linked C-A- 
S-H at Al/Si = 0.1 in the present study is lower than that of cross-linked 
C-A-S-H at the same Ca/Si and Al/Si ratios, − 1/245 GPa− 1 [38], due to 
the influence of cross-linking sites, which withstand the pressure- 
induced closing of the interlayer. The lower c-axis incompressibility of 
non-cross-linked C-A-S-H at Al/Si = 0.05 relative to C-S-H at the same 
Ca/Si ratio of 1 is due to the short-curing-induced metastable with a non- 
optimal interlayer density: 1) a 1.5 Å larger basal spacing; and 2) less 
interlayer Ca to charge balance Al at the low Al/Si ratio of 0.05. Note 
that the lower c-axis incompressibility at Al/Si = 0.05 should not be 
simply assigned to the AlV incorporation or Al coordination number. 

The bulk modulus at ambient pressure, K0, is fitted with the second- 
order BM-EoS (see Eq. (2)). K0 is influenced by the local structure of C-A- 
S-H. The measured K0 of non-cross-linked C-A-S-H at Al/Si = 0.1 is 82 ±
4 GPa (see Fig. 7), much higher than C-S-H at the same Ca/Si ratio of 1 
(67 ± 1 GPa, prepared at the same temperature). This fact is due to the 
higher incompressibility along all axes of C-A-S-H at Al/Si = 0.1. The 
low K0, 56 ± 2 GPa, of C-A-S-H at Al/Si = 0.05 is due to its low c-axis 
incompressibility (i.e., metastability-induced non-optimal low inter-
layer density) relative to stabilized C-S-H and long-curing-age C-A-S-H at 
Al/Si = 0.1. Note that the impurity katoite does not influence the 
intrinsic mechanical properties of C-A-S-H because HP-XRD measures 

Fig. 5. X-ray diffractograms of non-cross-linked C-A-S-H samples at Ca/Si = 1.0 at different pressures A) for Al/Si = 0.05; B) Al/Si = 0.1. V: vaterite (<1 wt%). 
Diffractions from the gasket and ruby is indicated with red dot lines. # diffraction of glass capillary. Black dashed lines indicate the peak shifts for guiding the eye. 
(For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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the mechanical properties of each phase at the unit cell scale. K0 of 
20 ◦C-cured non-cross-linked C-A-S-H at Al/Si = 0.1, 82 ± 4 GPa, is also 
higher than that of 80 ◦C-cured cross-linked C-A-S-H at Al/Si = 0.1, 71 
± 3 GPa [38] due to the aforementioned stiffer ab-plane of this non- 
cross-linked C-A-S-H. Our experimental results of K0 of non-cross- 
linked C-A-S-Hs are much higher than the computation results from a 
density functional theory calculation, 43 GPa [66]. The lower value in 
the computational study may be due to the higher simulated basal 
spacing (possibly lower interlayer density). Our experimental results are 
also higher than K0 reported in a molecular dynamics study [9], where 
the values for C-A-S-H, with Na charge-balanced Al, range from 35 to 41 
GPa. 

The influences of curing age-induced metastability on the structure 
and mechanical properties of C-A-S-H deserve attention. Besides pore 
sizes, the interpretation of micromechanical properties of C-A-S-H 
should not ignore the phase stability in nanoindentation studies [28,67]. 
Lower Al content or a longer curing age necessitates a stable C-A-S-H 
system at room temperature. A metastable C-A-S-H sample may partially 
contribute to the lower nanomechanical properties relative to C-S-H 
[30]. The stability (e.g., basal spacing, ion concentration, and Al species) 

of C-A-S-Hs must be investigated to draw solid conclusions regarding the 
influences of Al on mechanical properties in nanoindentation. 

4. Conclusions 

This study has investigated the correlation between the structure and 
nanomechanical properties of non-cross-linked C-A-S-Hs with Ca/Si = 1 
synthesized at 20 ◦C. The nanostructure and nanomechanical properties 
of non-cross-linked C-A-S-Hs are sensitive to curing-age-related struc-
tural (meta)stability. The highly debated TAH [42] is not found in the 
samples under such conditions. In stable C-A-S-H equilibrated for 546 
days, all Al is four-fold coordinated at Al/Si = 0.1. The incorporation of 
purely AlIV in C-A-S-H (Al/Si = 0.1) results in its higher incompressi-
bility along all axes compared to C-S-H at the same Ca/Si ratio and cured 
at the same temperature. The AlIV-uptake-induced expansion of basal 
spacing in the stable C-A-S-H (Al/Si = 0.1) does not lower the c-axis 
incompressibility. The AlIV-uptake-induced additional charge-balanced 
Ca results in a higher interlayer density of C-A-S-H at Al/Si = 0.1. 

In non-cross-linked C-A-S-H cured for 182 days at Al/Si of 0.05, the 
system is not fully equilibrated. AlIV is the primary environment among 
all the Al species, followed by a small fraction of AlV and katoite/AFm- 
AlVI. The short-curing-induced metastable nanostructure of non-cross- 
linked C-A-S-H at Al/Si = 0.05 compromises the stiffening effect of 
AlIV. The ab-planar (basal plane) incompressibility of metastable non- 
cross-linked C-A-S-H at Al/Si = 0.05 incorporated with AlIV and AlV is 
just comparable to that of C-S-H at the same Ca/Si ratio. The metastable 
non-cross-linked C-A-S-H at Al/Si = 0.05 has a 1.5 Å larger basal spacing 
and fewer charge-balancing Ca for Al at a lower Al/Si ratio, thus lower 
interlayer density. Thus, the c-axis incompressibility of non-cross-linked 
C-A-S-H at Al/Si = 0.05 is lower than C-S-H at a comparable Ca/(Al + Si) 
ratio. The bulk moduli of non-cross-linked C-A-S-H at Al/Si ratios of 0.1 
and 0.05 are 82 ± 4 GPa (stable) and 56 ± 2 GPa (metastable), 
respectively. This study presents the significant negative influence of 
short-curing-induced metastability on the intrinsic mechanical proper-
ties of non-cross-linked C-A-S-H at 182 days, particularly a softer c-axis 
(softer interlayer). The short curing age plays an important role in 
forming a metastable local structure in C-A-S-H with inferior intrinsic 
mechanical properties. A longer curing age favors a stable C-A-S-H 
structure with superior intrinsic mechanical properties. In practical 
applications, a longer curing age or faster reaction may enforce the 
formation of AlIV at low Ca/Si ratios in a stabilized system. The opti-
mization of compositions of blended cement or alkali-activated mate-
rials is also important for the formation of stabilized non-cross-linked C- 
A-S-H. 

The experimental results of nanomechanical properties of non-cross- 

Fig. 6. Biot strain of C-S-H and non-cross-linked C-A-S-H at Ca/Si = 1 as a function of applied hydrostatic pressure A) along the a- and b-axes; B) along the c-axis. The 
pressure error is <±0.15 GPa, and Biot strain error is <±0.25 %. 

Fig. 7. Applied hydrostatic pressure as a function of volumetric strain of unit 
cells of non-cross-linked C-A-S-H and C-S-H at Ca/Si = 1 [39]. The pressure 
error is <±0.15 GPa, and the volumetric strain error is <±0.07 %. 
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linked C-A-S-Hs are highly relevant to blended Portland cement-based 
materials and alkali-activated materials. The experimental results also 
provide valuable information for computational studies of non-cross- 
linked C-A-S-Hs. Different C-A-S-H modeling structures and associated 
modeling parameters and/or simulation methods (e.g., using different 
force fields) can be optimized and validated accordingly. The sole role of 
AlV in nanomechanical properties of equilibrated C-A-S-H requires 
further investigations. The decoupled influences of stabilized AlIV and 
AlV local structure on the intrinsic mechanical properties of C-A-S-H are 
still challenging but deserve attention in future studies. 
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